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1 Introduction
Switching functions can be represented as either
AND/OR/NOT based traditional Boolean forms or
AND/XOR based Reed-Muller (RM) forms. Methods
for RM logic minimization are still attracting researchers’ attention (Gupta et al., 2006; Balasubramanian et al., 2007; Pradhan and Chattopadhyay,
2008; Jankovic et al., 2009). Reasons for this include
the fact that the logic functions that cannot be minimized well in sum of products (SOP) forms can often
be implemented in the RM domain with fewer product terms, leading to reduced size and power
consumption.
The minimization of switching functions is one
of the most important goals in logic optimization. In
general, the goal of minimization is to reduce the
number of products and make each product term as
*
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simple as possible, namely reducing the literals of the
function. Compared to the fixed polarity RM (FPRM)
forms, the mixed polarity RM (MPRM) forms are
usually more compact. The MPRM expansions have
also been found to be a useful tool in Boolean function classification (Tsai and Marek-Sadowska, 1997).
There are several interesting techniques and algorithms for MPRM optimization in the public domain. Green (1990) described the set of 3n consistent
MPRM canonical forms of an n-variable switching
function and investigated the structure of various
fixed and mixed polarity transforms. Tran and Lee
(1993) used a tri-state map to represent a function in a
predefined polarization state, and to minimize the
function as an RM polynomial in mixed polarity.
They then developed a minimization method for RM
polynomials in mixed polarity using a decomposition
method (Tran and Wang, 1993). By implementing the
tabular technique (Almaini et al., 1991) and genetic
algorithm (GA), Al Jassani et al. (2008) proposed a
different approach to finding the optimal mixed polarity RM form among 3n different polarities for large
functions. Based on the concept of 3/4-majority cube
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(Tran and Wang, 1993) and bj-map, Wang and Almaini (2002) proposed an algorithm which can produce a simplified two-level mixed polarity RM format from the conventional SOP format.
To obtain a more compact RM expression, Xia et
al. (2005) proposed a truth vector based method for
multi-level mixed polarity RM (MMPRM) optimization. The method uses a truth vector with length 2n to
represent an n-variable FPRM expansion. By elimination and decomposition of the truth vector, the
compact representation of MMPRM forms can be
obtained. Wang et al. (2006) proposed another approach to obtaining MMPRM by employing an onset
table. Unlike the method based on the truth vector
which stores all 2n elements, the onset table just ‘records’ the positions of those elements whose values
are ‘1’. Therefore, less memory is required in the
onset table based algorithm. However, the algorithm
(Wang et al., 2006) is limited to single-output
MMPRM function optimization. Furthermore, the
technique of searching for and extracting the common
variables, especially the common sub-tables, is complicated, which makes the algorithm work slowly. In
this paper, the technique of the common variables
searching and extraction is developed. By computing
and analyzing the frequency of each variable appearing in the onset table, the common variables are
identified and extracted. A multiplexer model is further used for multi-output RM function optimization.

2 Properties of the onset table
A two-level FPRM expansion can be represented
as
2n −1

f ( xn −1

x1 x0 ) = ⊕ ∑ biπ i .

(1)

i =0

Here ⊕ ∑ is the XOR sum of products. The
sub-index i is in binary form as i=(in−1...i1i0)2, and the
products πi can be expressed as π i = ∏ j =0 x j j , where
n −1

⎧⎪1, i j = 0,
i
xj j = ⎨
j ∈ {0,1,
⎪⎩ x j , i j = 1,

i

, n − 1} .

(2)

In the FPRM, x can take either x or its complement, but not both.
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Definition 1 Any n-variable FPRM function can be
expressed with a set ON, which is composed of the
decimal equivalent of the coefficients of π terms. The
set ON is also called onset.
For example, given a four-variable function
f ( x3 x2 x1 x0 ) = x0 ⊕ x3 x1 x0 ⊕ x3 x2 x0 under any fixed

polarity, if π 1 = π (0001)2 = x30 x20 x10 x01 = x0 , π 11 = π (1011)2
= x31 x20 x11 x01 = x3 x1 x0 , then the function could be rep-

resented by π-terms as f ( x3 x2 x1 x0 ) = π 1 ⊕ π 11 ⊕ π 13 .
It can also be expressed by an ON set as ON={1, 11,
13}, in which the decimal is the sub-index of π. But
there exists a special π term in which none of the
variables appears. Therefore, all digits of the term are
0’s. The sub-index of the π term is 0, namely π0.
Considering π0 including no variables, a constant ‘0’
or ‘1’ can be expressed as π0. In this paper, π0 is used
to express a constant ‘1’ because what we consider
here is the ‘onset’, and any π term that equals a constant ‘0’ will be removed because 0 ⊕ π i = π i .
Definition 2 The onset table, also called the T table
(briefly T), is to describe the presence of each variable
in each π term of an RM function. The onset table
consists of the elements of set ON in binary form.
The structure of T is as follows: the decimal
corresponding to the binary digit in each row of T
represents each element of the set ON; each column
of T represents an input variable of the RM function;
kij∈{0, 1} is a binary digit on the ith row and jth
column of T. kij=1 means that the variable x j on the

jth column appears in term πi while kij=0 means it
does not. Fig. 1a is the onset table T of the function
f ( x3 x2 x1 x0 ) = π 1 ⊕ π 11 ⊕ π 13 .
In this paper, the symbol ‘→’ is introduced to
describe the conversion between f and its onset table T.
The conversion f→T means a mapping from f to T,
and T→f is the inverse. From Definition 2, we can see
that a row in T can be mapped to a product term in f;
therefore, the logic ‘XOR’ can be implemented between rows. Similarly, the logic ‘AND’ can be implemented between columns. Considering the commutativity of the ‘AND’ and ‘XOR’ operations, it is
possible to obtain Lemma 1 as follows. In the following, ‘ i ’ is used to denote the ‘AND’ operation.
Lemma 1 If an onset table T′ is generated by exchanging any two rows or any two columns of T, T→f,
T′→f′, then f=f′.
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Definition 3 (Sub-tables of T) An onset table T can
be divided into m sub-tables, STi, i∈{1, 2, ..., m},
m∈ù, in either horizontal or vertical direction. Each
STi covers some rows (π terms) or columns (variables)
of T.
Figs. 1b and 1c show the sub-tables, ST1 and ST2,
resulting from the vertical division and horizontal
division of T, respectively.
π1
π 11
π 13

where 0<h<l<u<j<m.
From Lemma 2 and Fig. 1c, it can be seen that if
ST1→f1, ST2→f2, then (T=ST1^ST2)→(f=f1⊕f2).
Lemma 3 Given an onset table T with n variables, if
T can be divided into m sub-tables {ST1, ST2, …, STm}
in the vertical direction, and all elements in a subtable STi that cover the variables {xi, xi+1, …, xi+k−1}
are 1’s, then the RM function f can be expressed as

⎛ k −1
⎞
f = ⎜ ∏ xi + j ⎟i f r ,
⎝ j =0
⎠

π1
π 11
π 13

π1
π 11
π 13

where STr→fr, STr = {STx1 ,

,STxi−1 ,STxi+k ,

,STxn }.

Fig. 1 Onset table and its division
(a) Onset table T; (b) Division in the vertical direction;
(c) Division in the horizontal direction

Here, STxi stands for a sub-table that contains column
xi only.

Definition 4 (Combination operators ‘Θ’ and ‘^’ of
sub-tables) If an onset table T is divided into two or
more sub-tables, STi, i∈{1, 2, ..., m}, m∈ù, then these
sub-tables can be combined together to cover T again.
The operator ‘Θ’ denotes the combination of two
sub-tables ST1 and ST2 into a new T in the horizontal
direction that includes every column of ST1 and ST2.
The operator ‘^’ denotes the combination of two
sub-tables ST1 and ST2 into a new T in the vertical
direction that includes every row of ST1 and ST2.
Based on Definition 4, the T in Figs. 1b and 1c
can be expressed as T=ST1ΘST2 and T=ST1^ST2,
respectively.
Lemma 2 Given an onset table T, if T can be divided
into several sub-tables {ST1, ST2, …, STm} in the
horizontal direction, then f = f1 ⊕ f 2 ⊕ ... ⊕ f m ,

number of variables of T, and u is the number of π
terms. Based on the definition of onset table T, a row
in T is equal to a π term in f. Therefore, when a
sub-table STi is generated by dividing a T in the vertical direction whose elements are all 1’s, the variables {xi, xi+1, …, xi+k−1} covered by STi exist in every
π term of f. Then every term πi can be expressed as
π i = ( xi xi +1 xi + k ) i π i′ , where π i′ is a remainder after

where T→f, STi→fi, 1≤i≤m.
Proof Let T→f, f = ⊕∑ i = 0 π i , where k≥m, m is the
k −1

Proof

Let T→f, f = ⊕∑ i = 0 π i , where n is the
u −1

the factor {xi, xi+1, …, xi+k−1} has been extracted from
πi. Therefore, f can be expressed as
m

f = ⊕∑ π i = ( xi xi +1
i =0

= ( xi xi +1

⎛ m ⎞
xi + k −1 )i⎜ ⊕∑ π i′ ⎟
⎝ i=0 ⎠

xi + k −1 )i f r ,

where f r = ⊕∑ i =0 π ′.
m

Note that a ‘0’ in T means that the corresponding
variable does not exist in a π term. Hence, there are
number of sub-tables of T, and k is the number of πi in
two ways to express the sub-table STr, which is a
T. From Definition 2, it is clear that a row in T is equal
remainder when a sub-table STi is removed from T.
to a πi term in f. Hence, if a T is divided into some
One is to remove STi from T directly and the resub-tables {ST1, ST2, …, STm} in the horizontal dimainder is STr. That is, STr={ST1, ..., STi−1, STi+1, ...,
rection, then each sub-table covers at least one row of
STm}. The other is to replace the STi with 0’s in T.
T. Let STi→fi, STi={π1, π2, ..., πu−1}, l<u. Then
That is, STr={ST1, ..., STi−1, 0, STi+1, ..., STn}. The
f i = π l ⊕ π l +1 ⊕ ⊕ π u −1 , and
two methods are equivalent. In this study, the second
method is adopted to express the sub-table STr. For
k −1
⎛ m−1 ⎞ example, in Fig. 1b all the elements of ST are 1’s,
⎛ h−1 ⎞
⎛ u −1 ⎞
2
f = ⊕∑ π i = ⎜ ⊕∑ π i ⎟ ⊕ ⊕ ⎜ ⊕∑ π i ⎟ ⊕ ⊕ ⎜ ⊕∑ π i ⎟
i =0
⎝ i =0 ⎠
⎝ i =l ⎠
⎝ i = j ⎠ which can be extracted from T. We have (T=ST2ΘST1)
→f=x0•f1, where {ST1, 0}→f.
= f1 ⊕ ⊕ f i ⊕ ⊕ f m ,
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3 Extraction of common variables

In general, the goal of minimization of a
switching function is to reduce the numbers of products and literals in each product term. For the
NOT/AND/OR based switching function, there exists
1+1=1. Here the symbol ‘+’ means the ‘OR’ operator.
Therefore, we can minimize the numbers of the literals and product terms by expanding the cover of each
product to be as large as possible and removing the
redundant covers. However, for the AND/XOR based
RM logic, the overlap of different covers may change
the correctness of the function, because for the ‘XOR’
operation there exists 1⊕1=0. This implies that the
techniques suitable for NOT/AND/OR based
switching function minimization will be limited in
RM logic minimization.
There are some ways to minimize the RM logic.
The techniques for polarity conversion are usually
used in two-level RM logic minimization. In multilevel RM logic minimization, the common variables
searching and extraction is an important technique.
There are two kinds of common variable in FPRM.
One is a global common variable, which appears in
each product term of the RM function, and the other is
the local common variable, which appears only in
some product terms of the RM function. In most cases,
however, the common variables are referred to the
local ones because the global common variables are
usually unavailable. Therefore, in this study we focus
on the local common variables searching and extraction. The identification of a common variable is based
on the fact that, if a variable appears in many product
terms (or π terms) of an RM function, namely the
appearance frequency (frequency for short) of a variable is high, it is suitable for being extracted as a
common variable. The algorithm of the common
variables searching and extraction is based on the
method we proposed in Wang and Xia (2008), and the
main steps are shown below.
Step 1: The variables’ frequencies computed in
the onset table T using the operator frequency(T).
The process is as illustrated in Fig. 2a. For example, there are two 1’s in the column of the variable
x3 in the onset table. Therefore, the frequency of x3 is
2. The frequency of a variable equal to the number of
π terms means that, the variable appears in every term
of the T and can be extracted as a global common
variable.

π2
π6
π 21
π 23
π 24
π 29

π2
π6
π 21
π 23
π 24
π 29

C1x 3 (π 2 ) = 1
C2x 3 (π 24 ) = 1
C3 x 3 (π 6 ) = 2
C4 x 3 (π 23 ) = 4
C5 x 3 (π 21,π 29 ) = 6

Fig. 2 frequency(T) (a) and the weights of the classes
when x3 is removed (b)

Step 2: The classification of π terms using the
operator classification(T).
First, the frequency of each variable is sorted in
increasing order. Then k variables that have lower
frequencies will be removed from T. Here, k is the
floor of n/2, k= ⎢⎣ n / 2 ⎥⎦ , and n is the number of variables. After some variables are removed, the value of
each π term in onset table T will be updated. According to the values, the updated π terms will be
classified. Those π terms with the same values will be
put into the same class.
The process of classification is shown in Fig. 2b
after x3 is removed. In Fig. 2b, the expression C5x3(π21,
π29)=6 means when x3 is removed, π21 and π29 have the
same value. Therefore, π21 and π29 can be put into the
same class named C5x3(π21, π29) (C5 for short). The
result of the expression is 6, which means there are six
1’s in C5. The result is also called the weight of C5.
Because there are five variables in the onset table
T in Fig. 2a, the two variables with lower frequency
can be removed. According to the frequency(T), two
kinds of combinations, (x3, x1) and (x3, x0), whose
frequencies are lower, can be removed. The corresponding weights of the classes will be obtained respectively. Comparing their weights, class Cx3,1(π21,
π23, π29) (obtained by removing x3 and x1 from T) is
the best. To accelerate the evaluation, if many variables have the same frequency, the algorithm will
select arbitrarily one or more variables to be removed.
In our algorithm, a variable is removed by bitwise ANDing every π term in T with a decimal
number named filter, and the filter is created based on
frequency(T). For example, if we want to remove x3,
we just clear the bit corresponding to x3 and set other
bits in the filter. That is,
filter=(x4x3x2x1x0)2=(10111)2=2310.

(3)
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Then bitwise ANDing every π term in T with the filter
being 23, gives T′:
T′=filter & T=23 & {2, 6, 21, 23, 24, 29}
={2, 6, 21, 23, 16, 21}.

π2
π6
π 21
π 23
π 24
π 29

(4)

Based on Eq. (4), T′ can be classified based on the
values. This example illustrates that the π terms can
be stored as decimal numbers in an array. Unlike the
operation in Wang et al. (2006), our operation of
removing variables can be realized by operating on
the corresponding bit of the decimal number directly,
which avoids the conversion between binary and
decimal and makes the algorithm work fast and need
less memory.
To make the algorithm work fast, the number of
removed variables, k, will be changed when one of the
following conditions is met. Suppose the number of
input variables is n.
Condition 1 Suppose SFQ is the total sum of the
frequencies, and the variable xi has the maximum
frequency, FQi, in frequency(T). If there exists FQi>
SFQ−FQi, then the variable xi will be kept and the other
n−1 variables are removed, namely k=n−1.
Condition 2 If there are m 0’s in frequency(T), m<n,
then k = m + ⎣⎢ (n − m) / 2 ⎦⎥ . This constraint will stop

After division, the local common variables of
ST1 will be found and extracted. In this example
(Fig. 3), the local common variables are x4, x2, and x0.
Step 4: Deleting the π0 term of the onset table
using the Deletterm0(T) operator.

π 21
π 23
π 29

Fig. 3 T and its sub-tables after Div_extr(T)

After the extraction of the common variables, a
row in the onset table may contain 0’s only; namely,
the onset table contains a π0 term, which means a
constant ‘1’. The row can then be deleted after the
result is stored. For example, in Fig. 3, when variables
(x4, x2, x0) are removed from ST1, the first row of ST1
contains 0’s only and can be deleted.
Step 5: Store the sub-table STr, and let ST1 be T.
Then repeat Steps 1–4 to search for other common
variables. Sub-tables ST1 and STr can be further divided by repeating the above steps. Figs. 4 and 5 show
the results of the division.
π2
π6
π 24

π2
π6

π 24

π2
π6

the algorithm from running into a dead end when
m≥ ⎣⎢ n / 2 ⎦⎥ .
Step 3: The onset table division and common
variables extraction using Div_extr(T) operators.
T is divided into two sub-tables, ST1 and STr, in
the horizontal direction first. ST1 contains only the
class whose weight is the heaviest, and STr=T−ST1.
For example, in Fig. 2a, when two variables are removed from T, the weight of class Cx3,1(π21, π23, π29)
is the heaviest, equal to 9. Hence, the onset table T can
be divided into ST1={π21, π23, π29} and STr={π2, π6,
π24}. Fig. 3 shows the result of division by Div_extr(T).
Namely, T=STr^ST1. Let T→f, STr→fr, ST1→f1,
ST1′→f1′. Then (T=STr^ST1=STr^(STx1ΘSTx3ΘSTx5
ΘST1))→ ( f = f r ⊕ f1 = f r ⊕ (( x4 x2 x0 ) i f1′)) .

π2
π6
π 24

Θ

Fig. 4 Further division of STr and STr1

π 21
π 23
π 29

Fig. 5 Further division of ST1

Therefore, if T→f, then from Figs. 3–5, a mixed
polarity multi-level function f can be obtained:
f = ( x4 x3 ⊕ x1 (1 ⊕ x2 )) ⊕ ( x4 x2 x0 (1 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x1 ))
= x4 x3 ⊕ x1 x2 ⊕ x4 x2 x0 ( x3 ⊕ x1 ).

(5)

Considering the commutativity of the ‘⊕’ operations, the sub-expression (1 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4 ) in Eq. (5)
can be written as
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(1 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4 ) = {x3 ⊕ (1 ⊕ x4 )} = ( x3 ⊕ x4 ).

(6)

In our algorithm, the order of the ‘⊕’ operation
between the variables is random, which means that
the method cannot lead to a unique RM expression
under mixed polarity.

4 Multi-output Reed-Muller function optimization

In Section 3, only single output RM functions
are considered, but in real designs, most circuits have
many outputs. Therefore, it is essential to develop a
method for multi-output RM function optimization.
To solve this problem, the model of multiplexer is
used. Eq. (7) is the logic function of a multiplexer:
f = a0 i0 + a1i1 +

+ an −1in −1 ,

(7)

where the variables {i0, i1, …, in−1} are the data inputs.
The variables {a0, a1, …, an−1} are the addresses. The
output is f. The ai can be encoded as ai=(add0, add1,
add2, …, addm−1), addj∈{0, 1}, m≥log2n.
Considering that for any two address variables ai
and aj (i≠j), ai•aj=0, Eq. (7) can be expressed as
f = (a0 i0 ) ⊕ (a1i1 ) ⊕

⊕ (an −1in −1 ).

(8)

Now if we treat the data inputs in Eq. (8) as the
outputs of the multi-output RM function and keep the
addresses {a0, a1, …, an−1} unchanged during optimization, we can then use the single output RM
function optimization algorithm to optimize multioutput RM functions.
For example, an RM function f with two outputs
can be described as
f 0 = ( x2 x1 ) ⊕ ( x3 x0 ), f1 = ( x2 x1 ) ⊕ ( x3 x2 x0 ).

(9)

There are two outputs in Eq. (9). Hence, one bit
address variable is needed. By using Eq. (8), the
multi-output RM function f can be expressed as
f = (a0 f 0 ) ⊕ (a1 f1 ).

(10)

The onset table of Eq. (10) is shown in Fig. 6.
The left part is the onset table of the function f(f0, f1).
The variable a in T is the address variable, and a0=0,
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a1=1. During optimization, the address variables in T
are kept unchanged. Therefore, it is not necessary for
their frequencies to be computed by frequency(T).

Fig. 6 Onset table T with address variables and its
division

The right part of Fig. 6 shows the division of T.
The sub-tables STr and ST1 can be expressed as
(a0⊕a1)x2x1 and (a0⊕a1x2)x3x0, respectively. The
multi-output RM function f can then be expressed as
f = (a0 f 0 ) ⊕ (a1 f1 ) = (a0 ⊕ a1 x2 ) x3 x0 ⊕ (a0 ⊕ a1 ) x2 x1.

(11)
It is clear from Eq. (11) that x3x0 and x2x1 are
common factors of f0 and f1, respectively. Now let
y1=x3x0, y2=x2x1. Then Eq. (9) can be expressed as
f 0 = y1 ⊕ y2 , f1 = ( x2 y1 ) ⊕ y2 .

(12)

Fig. 7 is the logic diagram of Eq. (12).

Fig. 7 The logic diagram of f0=y1⊕y2, f1=(x2y1)⊕y2

To make the algorithm work effectively, three
criteria are introduced. When the onset table T meets
one of these criteria, the T will no longer be divided.
Criterion 1 The RM function contains only one π
term; that is, there is only one row in the onset table.
The algorithm will stop and output the results directly.
Under this condition, there is no common variable to
be extracted, and the function is in its compact form.
Criterion 2 The RM function contains some π terms,
but the variables in each π term are different, such as
f=ac⊕b⊕de. Under this condition, there are no common variables to be extracted, and the function is in
its compact form.
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Criterion 3 All elements (except the address variable) are 0’s. Under this condition, the function is a
constant.
When these three stop criteria are described by
an onset table, it will be discovered that no variable
frequency in frequency(T) is greater than 1. Therefore,
by checking the result of frequency(T), we can decide
whether to divide the onset table or not. The corresponding operation to check stop criteria is called
rulescheck(T).
The pseudo code in Fig. 8 illustrates how the
algorithm optimizes a multi-output RM function under a fixed polarity to obtain its corresponding compact form under mixed polarity.
file convert and generate T;
store T into a List;
copylist=0;
rulescheck(T);
if (meeting the criteria)
output results;
else
{
while(!(List==NULL &&
copylist==0))
{
if (copylist)
store T=STr in List;
else
{
comn_var_extr(T);
Deletterm0(T);
rulescheck(T);
if (meeting the critera)
{
copylist=1;
store the result of T;
}
else
{

frequency(T);
classification(T);
{STr, ST1}=Div_extr(T);
rulescheck(STr);
if (meeting the critera)
{
store the results of STr;
free(STr);
}
else
put STr into List;
rulescheck(ST1);
if (meeting the critera)
{
store the result of ST1;
free(ST1);
copylist=1;
}
else
T=ST1;
}

5 Experimental results

The proposed algorithm was implemented in C
language and applied to MCNC benchmarks and
some randomly generated circuits. The results were
obtained using a PC with Intel 2.4 GHz CPU and
1 GB memory under Windows XP. Table 1 shows the
results of the single output benchmarks, while Tables
2 and 3 present the results of the multi-output benchmarks. The number of literals is used to estimate the
performance of the proposed algorithm. In Table 1,
the results from Wang et al. (2006)’s method and the
proposed algorithm under polarity 0 are both presented. The literals improvement is defined as Imp1 in
Table 1:
Imp1 =

where literals_proposed is the number of the literals
obtained using our proposed algorithm, and literals_
other means the published results. Compared with the
method in Wang et al. (2006), there is on average 8.6%
literals increase using the proposed algorithm. Compared with the number of literals under polarity 0, the
average literal saving of the proposed algorithm is
great, up to 54.1%.
The speed improvement, Imp2, is defined as

}
}
}
output the results;

Fig. 8 Pseudo code of the algorithm to obtain a multioutput multi-level mixed polarity Reed-Muller (MMPRM)
form from a fixed polarity RM (FPRM) form

literals_other − literals_proposed
× 100%, (13)
literals_other

Imp 2 =

CPU_time_other − CPU_time_proposed
× 100%,
CPU_time_other
(14)

where CPU_time_other is the time needed by Wang et
al. (2006)’s method, and CPU_time_proposed is the

Table 1 Experimental comparison for single output circuits
Circuit

Number of
I/Os

9sym
Sym10
T481
Newtag
Newwill
Life
T1*
T2*
T3*
Avg. imp. (%)
*

9/1
10/1
16/1
8/1
8/1
9/1
15/1
19/1
28/1

Proposed
291
528
56
43
79
343
2355
8145
17 577

Number of literals
CPU time (s)
Under polarity 0** Wang et al. (2006)** Wang et al. (2006) Proposed
756 (61.5)
304 (4.3)
0.11
<0.001
1300 (59.4)
528 (0)
0.23
0.02
108 (48.1)
55 (−1.8)
0.03
<0.001
88 (51.1)
27 (−59.2)
0.02
<0.001
237 (66.7)
70 (−12.9)
0.03
<0.001
792 (56.7)
321 (−6.8)
0.11
<0.001
4677 (49.6)
2477 (4.9)
1.88
0.20
21 503 (62.1)
8097 (−0.6)
13.83
6.47
25 682 (31.6)
16 712 (−5.2)
71.80
56.72
54.1
−8.6

Imp2
(%)
99.1
91.3
>96.7
>95.0
>96.7
>99.1
89.4
53.2
21.0
>82.4

Randomly generated benchmarks under polarity 0. ** Numbers in brackets represent the literals improvement, Imp1 (%), as defined in Eq. (13)
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time needed for our proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm shows a significant speed improvement. Compared with Wang et al. (2006)’s method,
when there are fewer than 15 input variables, the
proposed algorithm can save approximately 95%
CPU time, and the average CPU time saving is up to
82%.
Table 1 shows that the proposed algorithm
makes a significant speed improvement, with a small
increase in the number of literals for most cases. For
some cases such as ‘Newtag’, however, Wang et al.
(2006)’s method obtains more compact results but
takes much more time. This is caused by the way of
the common sub-table searching and extraction. Take
Fig. 9 for example.
x3 x2 x1 x0

π1
π2
π4
π9
π 10
π 12

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
1
0

1
x3
0
π1
1
0
= ( 1 Θ π2
1
π4
1
0
ST1
0

x2 x1 x0

x3

0 0 1
0
0 1 0 ) ^ ( 0
1 0 0
0
ST3

x2 x1 x0

Θ

ST2

π1 0 0 1
π2 0 1 0 )
π4 1 0 0
ST3

T

Fig. 9 Common sub-tables and its extraction

In the left part of the equation in Fig. 9, the two
shadow blocks in table T are the same. Hence, the T
can be split as the right part of the equation in Fig. 9.
Therefore, ST3 is the common sub-table and can be
extracted. The final expression of T can be written as
f = ( x3 ⊕ 1)( x2 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x0 ) = x3 ( x2 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x0 ). (15)

But if the T is split based on common variables, the
final expression can be expressed as
f = x3 ( x2 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x0 ) ⊕ x2 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x0 .

(16)

Compared with Eq. (15), there are more literals in Eq.
(16).
For the specific benchmark ‘Newtag’, it leaves
common sub-tables under polarity 0, which is very
beneficial for the function expression compacting by
common sub-table extraction. This explains why our
proposed method needs 1.6 times as many literals as
Wang et al. (2006)’s method. Conversely, the common sub-tables searching takes much CPU time and it
is one of the reasons why the algorithm in Wang et al.
(2006) cannot work very fast.

The results of the MMPRM expansions are
shown in Table 2. The maximum improvement could
be as much as 71.7% and the average improvement is
43.2%.
Table 2 Experimental comparison between a multioutput fixed polarity Reed-Muller (FPRM) expansion
under polarity 0 and a multi-level mixed polarity RM
(MMPRM) form
Circuit

Number
of I/Os

Number of literals
Under
polarity 0
33 270

Imp1
Proposed (%)

CPU
time
(s)

Alu4

14/8

9390

71.7

5.69

Apex4

9/19

5140

3625

29.5

2.11

Inc

7/9

480

281

41.5

<0.001

Misex1

8/7

294

164

44.2

<0.001

Misex3

14/14

53 389

19 959

62.6

11.97

Bw

5/28

452

412

8.8

<0.001

B12

15/9

907

464

48.8

<0.001

Clip

9/5

1286

570

55.6

<0.001

Con1

7/2

50

36

28.0

<0.001

Rd73

7/3

189

106

43.9

<0.001

Rd84

8/4

352

170

51.7

<0.001

Sao2

10/4

6493

2736

57.8

0.19

Table3

14/14

63 500

28 797

54.6

6.90

MT1*

20/28

78 053

47 204

39.5

83.20

MT2*

25/20

58 244

38 416

34.0

147.56

MT3*

30/30

76 522

62 406

18.4

352.30

Avg. imp. (%)
*

43.2

Randomly generated benchmarks under polarity 0

Table 3 shows the comparison results from the
multi-output FPRM expansion under the best polarity
to an MMPRM expansion. The third column lists the
number of literals under the best polarities. The other
columns have the same meaning as in Table 2. The
maximum and average improvements are up to 71.4%
and 49.9%, respectively.
In terms of spatial complexity, the proposed algorithm needs only to store a T table. Therefore, it can
be estimated that the spatial complexity is O(M×n),
where M is the number of elements in the onset table
and n is the number of input variables for a specific
function. The CPU time needed to solve a function
with 30 input variables and 30 outputs is 352 s. This
should not be a major problem as modern computer
performance is rapidly improving.
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Table 3 Experimental comparison between a multioutput fixed polarity Reed-Muller (FPRM) expansion
under the best polarity and a multi-level mixed polarity
RM (MMPRM) form
Circuit

Number
of I/Os

Alu4
14/8
Apex4
9/19
Inc
7/9
Misex1
8/7
Misex3 14/14
Bw
5/28
B12
15/9
Clip
9/5
Con1
7/2
Rd73
7/3
Rd84
8/4
Sao2
10/4
Table3
14/14
Avg. imp. (%)

Number of literals
Under
Proposed
polarity 0
27 183
7770
5140
3625
279
165
115
68
33 356
10 403
260
225
288
127
1214
526
51
25
189
106
352
170
805
255
23 954
10 569

Imp1
(%)
71.4
29.5
40.8
40.8
68.8
13.5
55.9
56.7
51.0
43.9
51.7
68.3
55.8
49.9

CPU
time
(s)
4.66
0.03
<0.001
<0.001
2.18
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.45

of literals. For the multi-output RM function optimization, the average savings of literals is more than
40%.
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